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that helps you to
calculate the

checksum of any file
or text and to verify
it automatically with
just a click. With this
application you can
find and verify: - a
hash of any file or

text - a hash of any
string of a password
or any secret value -
a human-readable
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checksum of a file or
a text - a hash of a
game password or
the phone IMEI You

will also find the
following other useful
functions: - change

the adress of a
shared file - copy

and paste text from
the clipboard - copy

text from the
clipboard - create a
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new file with a
specified name and
path, extension and
content - create a
new folder with a

specified name and
path, and an auto-
generated name -

display file
information in a

friendly way - display
folder information in

a friendly way -
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directory scanning -
display recently
modified files -
display recently

modified folders -
directory browsing -

disk-free space
scanning and display
- find duplicate files -
find duplicate folders

- folder cleaning -
hide and unhide files
and folders - move
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files and folders -
open any file with
any application -
open file from the

archive, file search,
or directory search -

open file with
specified application

- open file with
specified extension -

open file with
specified name -

rename file or folder
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- remove files and
folders - search in a
directory - select all

and select unselect a
file or folder - select

all and unselect a file
or folder - scan the

registry - show
hidden files and

folders - sign file -
set file's permissions
- set file's properties
- zip & unzip files -
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zip a directory or
specified files - zip

files and sub-folders -
zip files, directories,

sub-folders, and
paths - zip a file, a
directory, a sub-

folder, a path, or a
group of files and
sub-folders - zip a
file, a directory, a

sub-folder, a path, or
a group of files and
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sub-folders - zip all
files and sub-folders
on the selected drive
- zip all files and sub-

folders from the
selected drive - zip

all files and sub-
folders on the

selected directory -
zip all files and sub-

folders from the
selected directory -
zip all files and sub-
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Digesec Hashing
Utility Portable is a
handy and reliable

application designed
to calculate the

checksum of any file
or text, which can
then be used to
confirm the file's
authenticity, hash

passwords, or many
other security
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related operations. In
addition, the file's

hash can be verified
automatically with

just a click.
Currently, supported
hashing algorithms
include: ADLER32,

CRC32, MD5,
RIPEMD-160,

RIPEMD-256, SHA-1,
SHA-256, SHA-512,

TIGER, &
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WHIRLPOOL. Digesec
Hashing Utility

Portable Features:
Unicode support

Checksum
verification

Automatic hash
verification Bitmap
file support History
tracking Hashes of
more than 100 file
types. Files to hash
can be specified via
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the context menu.
Digesec Hashing
Utility Portable

License: Digesec
Hashing Utility

Portable is free to
use. Digesec Hashing

Utility Portable
Requirements: 1 GHz
Intel Pentium 1/200
MHz or faster with
256 MiB RAM and

128 MiB disk space,
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Windows 95,
Windows 98 or

Windows 98 SE 1 MB
disk space Digesec

Hashing Utility
Portable Download

Link: The
Geophysical Society

announced the
creation of a new

organization within
the society called the
National Geoscience
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Information Center
(NGAIC), chaired by

Secretary of the
Navy Richard L.

Hoagland. The NGAIC
is intended to further
knowledge and use

of the world's
geosciences and to
improve geoscience

and technology
information for the

Navy. ICB's (Institute
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for Computer Based
Training) previously
announced that their
0.8.1 application will
be the first of their
games to become a
"Universal Binaries"

release. ICB's
Universal Binaries,
available for free

download from the
0.8.1 applications

page, will allow users
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to install the same
version of the game

to all four of their
supported home
computers, Mac,
Win32, Linux and

other UNIX systems.
"We wanted to make

sure that our
applications are fairly

secure, because
these are great for

home use," said Ron
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Schlager, co-founder
and Vice President of

ICB, in a company
press release. "We
feel this is a totally
free upgrade for our
users." The first ICB

game to have
Universal Binaries

functionality is
Trouble Brewing.

Trouble Brewing by
ICB, Inc. is a video
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game created for
b7e8fdf5c8
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Digesec Hashing Utility Portable Free License Key

Digesec Hashing
Utility Portable is a
handy and reliable
application designed
to calculate the
checksum of any file
or text, which can
then be used to
confirm the file's
authenticity, hash
passwords, or many
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other security
related operations. In
addition, the file's
hash can be verified
automatically with
just a click.
Currently, supported
hashing algorithms
include: ADLER32,
CRC32, MD5,
RIPEMD-160,
RIPEMD-256, SHA-1,
SHA-256, SHA-512,
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TIGER, &
WHIRLPOOL. ...Show
more Digesec
Hashing Utility
Portable is a handy
and reliable
application designed
to calculate the
checksum of any file
or text, which can
then be used to
confirm the file's
authenticity, hash
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passwords, or many
other security
related operations. In
addition, the file's
hash can be verified
automatically with
just a click.
Currently, supported
hashing algorithms
include: ADLER32,
CRC32, MD5,
RIPEMD-160,
RIPEMD-256, SHA-1,
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SHA-256, SHA-512,
TIGER, &
WHIRLPOOL.
Features: Hashes up
to 230 characters
(support for Unicode
characters) Colorized
output (Press to see
the hash value)
Compatible with all
languages including
all windows OS
(Supports European
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keyboards) Option to
convert'to'(e.g.
ampersand => & )
Option to
convert'to'(e.g.
ampersand => & )
File selector to select
files in Mac, Unix, or
Windows Option to
support password
protected files (which
means Password
must be set to save
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the file) Supported
password algorithm:
1. 8 characters (from
0 to 7) / Not support
password of spaces
2. 8 characters (from
0 to 7) / Password is
one character if the
character is not in
supported lists 3. 8
characters (from 0 to
7) / Password is one
character if the
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character is not in
supported lists 4. 10
characters (from A to
Z, a to z, the
numbers 0 to 9) 5.
10 characters (from
A to Z, a to z, the
numbers 0 to 9) 6.
16 characters (from
A to Z, a to z, the
numbers 0 to 9, the
characters! @ # $ %
^ & *) 7. 16
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characters (from A to
Z, a to z, the
numbers

What's New in the?

* On-the-spot
hashing for files and
URLs * Automatic
verification of file
hashes * Specified
hashing algorithm
and data size can be
adjusted * Allows the
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user to set the
method of
application launch *
Addresses the issues
of incorrect data *
Supports most
popular operating
systems * Can be
used as a portable
application * Extra-
stable and efficient *
Powered by the
system and doesn't
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require external
memory * Built-in
multiple hashing
modes, including
multiple password
checking * Built-in
multiple verification
modes, including
multiple password
checking * Built-in
multiple hash quality
tests, including
multiple password
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checking * Built-in
multiple hash
creation processes,
including multiple
password checking *
Built-in browser
mode, including
multiple password
checking * Built-in
clipboard mode,
including multiple
password checking
1.2.8 Oct 19, 2018 *
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Added support for
cursors and multiple
passwords *
Improved usability *
Improved the GUI
1.2.7 Feb 18, 2018 *
Added SHA-256
support * Added
SHA-512 support *
Improved the login
operation speed *
Improved the GUI
1.2.6 Dec 16, 2017 *
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Added Crypto API
support * Added
SHA-256 support
1.2.5 Jan 5, 2017 *
Updated SHA-512
support * Added
SHA-512 support *
Added SHA-512 tests
* Added SHA-1
support 1.2.4 Dec
18, 2015 * Added
SHA-1 support *
Added SHA-256
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support * Added
SHA-512 support *
Added MD5 support *
Added Whitmore/Me
ndelsohn one-way
hash function *
Added ADLER32
support 1.2.3 Mar 4,
2015 * More
optimized for Mac OS
* Fixed an error with
the "I don't know"
options * Added
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SHA-1 support *
Fixed options *
Added MD5 support *
Added CRC32
support Dec 23,
2014 * Added
support for Mac OS
and more stable *
Optimized for Mac
OS * Added Whitmor
e/Mendelsohn one-
way hash function *
Added ADLER32
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support * Fixed the "I
don't know" options *
Fixed more errors *
Fixed an error with
the message box *
Removed previous
operation formats *
Fixed other issues
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System Requirements For Digesec Hashing Utility Portable:

Minimum: OS:
Windows XP SP2,
Windows Vista SP2,
Windows 7 SP1,
Windows 8 CPU: 2.0
GHz Memory: 1 GB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Sound Card: DirectX
Compatible Sound
Card Hard Disk
Space: 100 MB (Free
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space on hard disk)
Minimum Display:
Display resolution:
1024x768 Maximum:
1920x1080 Screen
size: 21.5 Inch The
minimum
requirements are
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